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Direct-To-Shape (DTS) has become a commonly used term in recent times. We want to try to clarify a 
little around the definition of DTS and to describe the state of this particular art. We are prompted to do 
this by our recent visit to the InPrint Europe Industrial Print show in Milan, Italy, where there was a lot 
of discussion of the potential of DTS as a market. 
 
 
What is the Perception of DTS? 
DTS is generally understood by most observers to be the digital printing of 3-dimensional objects ‘in 
situ’, which is to say, printing on the final manufactured object at a late stage in final manufacturing. 
The general assumption is that UV Inkjet is the print technology of choice. The idea is to be able to 
reduce waste by reducing the use of labels, and also to be able to customize print content at the last 
possible moment in manufacturing to allow of more efficient or relevant communications to specific 
user groups. Usually, the commonest application is assumed to be bottles (plastic or glass) or 
packaging containers (fiber-based, or polymer such as HDPE, PET or metal) used in the consumer 
economy. The final assumption that is made by many is also that this is already a vibrant market. 
 
What is DTS in Reality? 
DTS in reality is, in our view, made up of three actual or potential user markets or applications areas, if 
you like, which leverage two separate technology formats. Of the three applications areas only one is 
truly a market at this time, one is at best an experimental initiative with early market feelers, and the 
third is virgin territory, though fraught with access difficulties. Furthermore, UV Inkjet as a print 
technology of choice is hardly a final tested and accepted market-proven choice which may yet 
encounter real obstacles in its path. Nor are the value propositions for DTS necessarily to be regarded 
as proven and beyond question. 
 
DTS Markets 
There are three market or application areas for which DTS is currently relevant. These are as follows: 
 

• Packaging Containers 
This mostly refers to day to glass or plastic bottles and plastic, metal and fiber-based 
containers. In consumer terms, beer bottles, shampoo & cosmetic bottles, pharmaceutical 
containers, water bottles, juice boxes, cans, milk jugs etc. etc. This market is addressed by 
true DTS print systems whose unique capability is to manipulate either printheads or objects to 
be printed through several axes of movement to ensure equal distance access to fully 3-
dimensional exposed surfaces. Most of this market today is imaged with some form of label or 
wrap which has been pre-printed usually with some form of process color flexo, though some 
pre-printed substrates are used as with cans, for example. 
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• Small Industrial Components and Advertising Specialties 
This is the surprisingly large market for trade show giveaways and novelties like phone cases, 
keyrings, golf balls, flashlights etc.. This market is addressed today by deep-platen X-Y 
scanning UV Flatbed systems which can bring 3-dimensional objects to close and exact 
proximity with printheads, allowing a flat surface to be printed with some capability to print 
curved or beveled edges as well. This market has to date been imaged with screen or pad 
printers or has used some form of label. Screen and pad printing generally do not allow of true 
process color imaging. 
 

• Manufactured & Semi-Manufactured Product Marking 
This is the truly very large-scale market for nearly any type of manufactured product, all of 
which have on their surfaces either logos, information or instructions currently mostly printed 
on often 3-dimensional surfaces, with screen print or pad printing. This can also include 3-D 
surface imaging for functionality (backlighting or masking for example) and back-printing (car 
dashboards). This is a market in which print is mostly undertake either in-house, or by semi-
captive industry-specific ‘product decorators’. Again, screen and pad printing generally do not 
allow of true process color imaging. 
 

 
 
 
DTS Market Potential 
Let’s look at each major application area in turn and try to estimate what the real digital potential is, or 
at least some of the assumptions behind the perceived potential. 
 
 
Packaging Containers 
 
Digital Value Propositions 
 
Reduce Waste 
First of all, direct printing is said to reduce the waste inherent in labeling – waste of resources in a 
separate manufacturing program for labels, waste of substrates for the label and for adhesive and 
release liners, and waste through inefficient communication by needing to deploy long runs for ever-
smaller fragmented user groups, resulting in loss of customers through less efficient sales. This may 
be true in theory, but we cannot forget that labels were already a highly flexible alternative to standard 
packaging allowing now of quite short runs (often digitally-printed in themselves) and of simple 
application at a late stage of the filling line. Additionally, the label market is large, competitive and 
efficient, so that the relative marginal cost of a label is often not properly understood usually as a very 
low cost component of total product cost. The motivation to take a few more percent of cost out of an 
item which itself represents a very low percentage of total product cost may not be present yet.  
 
Customize Print and Eliminate a Separate Print Process 
That is not to say that manufacturers do not dream of being able to eliminate print as a process and be 
able to change print content on the fly in any tiny quantity at the last possible moment during product 
manufacture (fill stage). They do dream of this, and this explains the interest shown in DTS today.  
However, we believe that at this time there is not a systemic integrated understanding of how to 
implement such large-scale systemic change, and digital print systems are a key, but only one 
component of what will be required. At this time DTS digital systems are offering a chance to 
experiment with the new ideas and are not in themselves a full enough systemic response to the 
potential of late-stage inline print. Even in themselves as print systems their capabilities are relatively 
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limited (see below). 
 
Total Market and Available Market 
 
This is a large topic, so for present purposes we will take a very simple approach. This is in round 
numbers the number of the major different types of containers used in packaging globally: 
 

 
This data does not include all types of packaging containers, but covers the lion’s share. Note as well 
that Al cans are direct printed mostly with screen print in sheet format prior to forming today. Glass 
bottles, PET and HDPE containers are on the other hand all labeled or sometimes wrapped.  
 
Obviously this is an attractive target even for a very small percentage share of markets. However that 
may be, the first condition to market creation is an accepted business model in terms of economics of 
total supply chain and functionality of the new product. So far those have not been settled on. 
 
If we look at the true DTS market as we have defined it above today we would estimate that 
placements of digital systems are probably well under 100. We cannot be certain as some of the 
systems are for internal use and are not commercialized (KHS, KRONES, Plastikpak etc.). But 
numbers will grow of course. This is our estimate of the true DTS market at this time: 
 
In terms of available market if we take as a simple model the types of systems we have available in 
the market today we will split them into two types – the lower end systems available for less than 
$100K and the much more productive production systems available for more than $1M. This is a crude 
split and we will also assume that there are on the one hand no major technology problems, but on 
other, no major breakthroughs compared to today up to 2020. With these crude assumptions these 
would be in our view reasonable numbers for the market today and in 2020. But it is very early days 
and we certainly reserve the right to revise these numbers in light of better experience. For one thing, 
there is a real question whether some of the leading machine manufacturers like KHS and Krones are 
really motivated to promote these products or are not sure they are really committed to a digital future. 
So these numbers should be seen as illustrating potential in a very early market: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Est. 2016
Global Al cans: 220B

Global Glass Bottles: 200B
Global HDPE Containers: 120B

Global PET Bottles: 180B


